
 

Week beginning November 11 
 

 
Homework 
Homework is usually handed out on Wednesdays and should be handed back in (or 
completed online) by Monday morning in order to achieve the completed on time 
“tick”. Sometimes, we have had to hand some homework out on Thursdays because 
of projects and trips etc on Wednesdays. Please be aware that sometimes this might 
happen. 

 
Maths 
The children will be looking at Roman numerals and then moving on to add 4-digit 
numbers. If you are unsure about how we tackle these written calculations, please 
look at the calculation policy which is on the website. 

 
English  
We are starting a narrative unit, which will culminate in the children writing their 
own Harry Potter story. We are looking at subordinating conjunctions and asking 
useful questions this week. 

 
PE  
The children will be having a session on Fridays with a visiting teacher. They will also 
be doing dance on Monday mornings with a visiting coach.   
 

 
 

Year Four had a fantastic time at Harry Potter Studios last week. The children 
were extremely well behaved and were thrilled to see all the sets, props and 
other activities at the venue. Thanks to the parents who came along to help. 
 
The school Nativity is fast approaching. This will be on Monday December 9 at 
6pm at the church. All the Year Four children will have speaking parts in this 
performance and it is vital that they are able to attend. Please could you let 
me know as soon as possible if your child is unable to come along. I am 
hoping to give out the words for this week’s homework. The children do not 
have to LEARN them off by heart, but they need to be confident about 
reading them and some have tricky pronunciations. Please could you help 
them to practise these words. Thank you. 
 
Kind regards 
Mrs O’Neal 
 
 
 



RE  

This term, Mrs Doran will be teaching the RE unit on the Nativity. 
 

Computing  

We will start to look at spreadsheets. 
 

Science 
Our new unit will be on Sound. We will be tackling a “sound walk” through the 
school and looking at how we describe sounds. 
 

PSHE 
Year Four will be starting the new Celebrating Differences unit this week. We will 
look at “Judging by Appearances”. 
 
Kind regards 
The Year 4 Team 
Mrs O’Neal (teacher)    
Mrs Brown 
 
 
 


